Advanced Satellite Tracking
for Currency Recovery

The complete CashTrack™ system:

Magnetic Docking Station

CashTrack™ is an advanced, self-contained
satellite tracking system that is covertly
disguised as stacked currency. The easy to
use tracking system allows banks, financial
institutions and commercial operations to
track and apprehend unsuspecting thieves
within minutes of a robbery.

Magnetic Cash Drawer Insert

No Charging… No Software…
No Hassle!

Covertly disguised GPS
tracking device

for centralized storage.

for continuous placement in a teller
drawer.

Comprehensive web-based
tracking interface

CashTrack™ can be deployed directly
from its shipping box to a teller drawer or
centralized docking station within seconds
of opening the box. All you need to do is
position the included magnetic insert into
any standard teller drawer and place the
CashTrack™ GPS on top. That’s it!

www.arifkin.com/cashtrack
To learn more about CashTrack™ or schedule a personal demonstration, please call our customer service department at 800.458.7300.

How it works
CashTrack™ arrives at your branch completely
ready for operation. No Charging… No Software…
No Hassle!

The CashTrack™ system includes a magnetic
docking station and magnetic cash drawer insert.
These allow you the flexibility to store CashTrack™
in either a centralized location for daily deployment
or permanently in your tellers’ cash drawers.
Within seconds of opening the box, your
CashTrack™ is ready to use. All you need to do
is position the included magnetic insert into any
standard teller drawer and place the CashTrack™
GPS on top. That’s it!
Once CashTrack™ is positioned on top of the
magnetic plate in a cash drawer, tellers simply
follow standard daily procedures for their branch.

Unique features of the
™
CashTrack system

• No
charging…
No software…
No hassle
• Real-time tracking in 15-second intervals
• Custom defined, geo-fence boundaries
• Automated e-mail and phone notifications in
the event of a breach
• Advanced 3-D and aerial view mapping for
real-time and historical tracking
• It works outdoors, inside buildings and even
through metal*

If no robbery is attempted during the shift, the cash
drawer is typically returned to a secure centralized
vault. This process can be repeated for 24 months
without ever servicing the CashTrack™ GPS device.

In the event of a robbery, the teller will “clean out”
the cash drawer and give all currency as well as the
covert CashTrack™ unit to the thief.

Once the CashTrack™ GPS leaves a preset, userdefined area (also called a geo-fence), the unit will
automatically send multiple e-mail or telephone
messages alerting to the security breach.

Watch a Video Demonstration
www.arifkin.com/cashtrack

After breaching the bank perimeter, the CashTrack™
system begins to transmit and record detailed
location reports at programmable intervals down
to every 15 seconds. This real-time tracking can
instantly be viewed through any web enabled
computer or mobile device.

*Actual performance and tracking accuracy may vary based on environmental and geographic factors including satellite positioning, cell tower
location, signal clarity and radio frequency interference.

www.arifkin.com/cashtrack

To learn more about CashTrack™ or schedule a personal demonstration, please call our customer service department at 800.458.7300.

